
Crypto Timing Report APRIL 2021 

THE WORLD OF FOG
Have you ever stayed up all night until your eyes were bleary and you couldn’t see 
straight? Maybe in school, cramming for an exam? Or just because you were watching 
too many videos? We all know how this feels, it’s a pretty universal human experience. I 
am pointing it out now because there is a serious fog of distortion, confusion and flat out 
insanity that is descending upon the populations of the world. Please don’t let it get to 
you.

The real issue that most of you will be facing - despite that fact that most of you 
understand that the world has been hoodwinked and deceived by this crazy vaccine/
pandemic agenda - is that others will start to behave in truly insane ways. You all need 
to be prepared to have disturbing and just plain jaw-dropping experiences with other 
people in the coming weeks and months. This is truly a manifestation of insanity as a 
result of media fear and people being locked up for just a little bit too long. Do what you 
can to avoid interactions with crazy people. It is not likely to be easy. 

Not only is the Virus fear reaching epic proportions, but now there is a very real and 
active campaign to make all of you terrified to walk outside your door because you’re 
going to get shot. Not really. But the media has co-ordinated exact clone events across 
many different states that say people are being shot at the local grocery store. You can 
even go get trauma counseling if you want. But meanwhile, there are ZERO real 
survivors from these events. The grocery store shooting from my old neighborhood in 
Colorado was suspiciously devoid of witnesses. This is a small neighborhood. There is 
just no way that the entire neighborhood wouldn’t have heard it and been talking about it 
within minutes - pandemic or not - if it was a real event. So this is how they come after 
the guns of US citizens. 
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There are a LOT of people out there who are getting really freaked out, and their 
behavior is going to reflect this. If you find yourself interacting with someone like this, 
just calmly back away, don’t try to reason with them, it won’t work. Crazy people can 
take things to very strange places very quickly.

Salem Witch hunt types of events are going to be unfolding in the next months as well.  
So. this is also something to steer far clear of. This is more of the coming insanity. It’s 
easy to read these old books and think how nuts those people were back then, it’s much 
harder to navigate these types of realities without getting sucked into a quagmire with 
no way out. All things bureaucratic, legal, or ‘official’ can and will become a massive 
waste of time. It’s going to be easier to cut your losses when possible than to try to deal 
with any form of official agency. The sooner you can complete any official paperwork the 
better your chances of getting things resolved successfully. 

Because I see things becoming more and more of a quagmire and filled with confusion, 
the more you can sidestep any ‘official business’ the better off you will be. Generally 
insanity has its own justification, and regular, sane humans won’t stand a chance 
against it. This is just a strong warning to help you be prepared and hopefully avoid the 
increased chaos that is coming.

Due to this intense FOG of confusion and insanity that is descending on the public, this 
months report was extremely hard for me to write. This is partially because, during this 
time when so many have been numbed and knocked into a sense of comatose insanity 
is exactly when massive and huge events will unfold on the financial and world stage. 
Many of the public will be too knocked out - as if they’ve been given a heavy sedative - 
to really respond to what is actually taking place around them. 

It is these conflicting energies that have been so hard for me to navigate and read. And 
also the deep comatose sleep/fog of the population is threatening to put all of us to 
sleep as well. Don’t go to sleep Stay aware, stay awake, stay vigilant.  
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Please note - this report is not intended to be a DAY TRADING 

FORECAST. As I have stated as often as I can - I am not trying to 

teach day trading. This is for the purposes of taking appropriate 

profits, capturing gains and getting into the market during the best 

possible time windows. Not every month is going to have a peak or a 

deep low, I can’t control this, it is the nature of the market. It is wise to 

never invest more into crypto than you can afford to HODL. 

However: There are people who already know how to day-trade who have 

been doing very well with this information. I am just not going to be able to 

teach you how to do that.

ASTROLOGY IS GOD’S CLOCK

PSYCHIC vs ASTROLOGY information: Psychic information is great and I find it 
incredibly valuable. However it rarely if ever is good with time. And even when it IS good 
with time it is not consistently so. This is because time does not really exist in the realm 
of spirit. This is mainly because spirit is concerned with us learning lessons and growing 
as spiritual beings. As such we live inside  a series of SPIRALS. And these spirals 
represent our windows of opportunity to grow and clear out past/present/future life 
experiences and influences. Astrology merely puts a (Gregorian Calendar) date on the 
intersections of these cycles and shows us where the BIG trends are taking place on 
the COLLECTIVE level. When something is happening for the collective, then the timing 
is much easier and more accurate to predict. This is why I use Astrology

SPIRIT vs LOGICAL INFORMATION
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Please always remember that you are an individual and your individual learning on the 
soul level is unique to YOU. Nothing that I (or any psychic or other forecaster) can say 
will ever change this. You may or may not do well with this information, that is up to you 
and  your personal choices and spiritual learning. My goal in providing this information is 
to make it possible for normal people to free themselves from an unfair system that 
wants to trap us and hold us under massive control mechanisms. 

As such we each have our own lessons in relation to these control mechanisms as they 
have been part of our human evolution pretty much since the beginning. BE AWARE 
that the justification for those who use these mechanisms of control is that HUMANS 
ARE LIKE SPIRITUAL CHILDREN. And because we are like children we cannot be 
trusted to take responsibility for ourselves and make our own decisions.

From much studying and also psychic knowing I have come to the conclusion that the 
LAWS AND CONTRACTS of the land exist to make us AGREE to give away our power 
as if we were children and give control to these outside forces. This is how they get 
away with it under SPIRITUAL LAW.  Truthfully, they cannot control us if we do not 
agree to it. Nearly all of the time we are agreeing to it by NOT DECLINING it. In other 
words, by not seeing it, we allow it and therefore are choosing to be controlled. At least 
this is the way these controllers view it. 

In their DECEPTIVE ways they DO tell us what they intend to do, but they do so at the 
subconscious level through images, symbols and stories that have information deeply 
buried and embedded within it. Humans speak two languages; the conscious one where 
we think we know what is going on (this is about 3% of our mind power). Then there is 
the the subconscious language that makes nearly all of our decisions and dictates and 
creates our reality. This is where the other 97% of our mind power exists. It is on the 
subconscious level that they are speaking to use all the time; through corporate 
symbols, through the use of words, through color, through media and entertainment and 
the story lines they propagate. All of this speaks to our subconscious minds in very 
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powerful ways, and when we consume these ‘normal’ forms of media we become 
normalized and have our personal brainwaves brought into alignment with the rest of 
society.  In this way, very powerful social energies and pressures are also brought into 
play to make you want to belong and fit in and not make waves or stick out. 

For most of the people who are reading this, you are probably something of an outsider. 
You would have to be to be thinking on your own and breaking out of these thought 
boxes that we are constantly being bombarded with. The people who have entered or 
are entering crypto at this time are usually more free thinking than the mass of society. 
You are here now for a reason. You are part of a wave of people who will have it within 
their power to do something different, and to pave the way for a better - freer future for 
all of us.
 
Just please be aware that you will be running up against a lot of old entrained thinking 
out there - because that is most of what exists. Don’t take it personally and keep 
working on your own energy.   

What is the takeaway from all of this? 

Beyond the information available in this (or any other) report or subscription service, 
becoming prosperous and having more in life is an inner game. In order to achieve, 
receive and retain the things we want in life we must become open to them on the inner 
level of our being. The bigger the shift, the more we need to grow internally. How do we 
do this? Work on clearing your own inner mental and subconscious landscape. The 
fastest and easiest way for any of us to do this is through meditation and focusing on 
creating and being the higher level emotions that we want in this world. Create more 
love, peace, freedom - and of course prosperity - through your actions and words with 
others, this brings the same back to you. 

***Please remember that nothing I say can be considered financial advice. I am not a 
financial professional. I am an Astrologer and I am providing you information for 
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entertainment and for watching the crypto market. Any time I suggest a strategy it 
should be considered as if I was a couch for a Fantasy Football League and taken as 
game play advice. Along those lines, remember that when trading it is always a good 
strategy to be safe and set a stop-loss on all your trades. If you need to learn what this 
ie there are a lot of great YouTube tutorials on it. This is not my area of expertise***

WORLD EVENTS CALENDAR
 APRIL

 
OVERALL - April has several windows of very challenging events, which 
can bring us a massive crash. But I expect that it will actually just create a 
series of very difficult events which will leave the markets devastated and a 
world of chaos all around. These are largely financial events, as PLUTO the 
planet of our collective finances is impacted multiple times and in many 
ways.

These events are not going to all happen at once, nor is the crash just 
going to happen and then be ‘over’ with a new ‘recovery.’ This is an 
ongoing and continued smashing of the system followed by a MASSIVE 
printing of money as a last ditch stimulus effort. This LAST giant money 
printing is going to be the last thing that happens before we get 
hyperinflation. This will also be a signal for all of us to get rid of our $$ fiat 
money because that’s going to be the last time it holds any value.

The timing of having and then getting rid of FIAT will be very important 
because we DO want to have a lot of FIAT or fiat pegged stable coins (like 
USDC) when the crypto market peaks (probably in April). And then we will 
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want to GET RID of that fiat money before the hyperinflation sets in. It won’t 
happen overnight and we will have some time to get organized - but it’s 
really important to be prepared for this since the window of opportunity will 
close pretty fast. 

APRIL CRASH WINDOWS - April 7-10, April 13-18 and April 24-27 are all 
likely to be very bad for the financial markets. We could see some type of 
banking collapse or Bond crisis during the first window (April 7-10), 
followed by a bailout and then more problems during the April 13th-18th 
window. By the 24th-27th we could have the devastating stock market 
crash.  But the two earlier windows are also very possible timeframes for a 
crash. It is not likely to happen in May. We can also get a lot of crazy 
volatility in the months after the crash.

Additionally, based on the timing for BTC and crypto, I see the last time 
window (April 24-27) as the most likely for the crash. Crypto also gets really 
slammed from April 25-27th and before that it still looks to be making some 
AMAZING moves. So this gives us about 3 weeks in April for ALTS to 
skyrocket. And they will. Many will make 1,000% or higher moves. 

STOCK MARKETS - STAY AWAY! It would be pure foolishness to try to 
play the stock market crash as if there is some kind of recovery that will 
bring you some actual value. The markets are not really going to recover. 
Something entirely new will need to be built. Enough said. 

ALTS - The first 3 weeks of April are likely to be amazing for Alts. A few that 
I think will to incredibly well are: ETN, RDD, DGB, LINK, DOT, BTT, LSK, 
ICX, FUN, DOGE, BTS, BRD. This is the 5th wave up which is the 
BIGGEST extension and completes the full extension of the series. After 
this we CRASH. 

CRYPTO HAS NOT BEEN IN A BULL MARKET!! Everyone says this is a 
bull market. It’s not. It has been a FAKE, manipulated bull rally. But it will 
END. If anything this has been a gift from God for those of us who are 
prepared to take advantage of it and prepare for the future. Those of you 
who do will be in the position to set up safe, sane and humane living 
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situations and communities for the future. And you will want to do so, for 
the sake of having a place to live that you will be happy about. 

METALS - Yes they can get a huge crash but premiums will make it an 
unlikely place for you to get any additional value. Maybe in some small 
individual locations there will be availability for good prices on metals. But I 
see this as is more of a ‘Godshot’ where the spiritual forces are putting 
metals into the hands of the real normal humans who will need them on the 
local level in order to create local commerce and trade. 

This is going to help give rise to the ‘Agora’ which is a public, local 
marketplace. This is how business has been done throughout human 
history and the best way for fraud and external corruptions (and toxins) to 
be eliminated. Buy local, sell local.This is what it is going to come down to. 

STIMULUS MONEY - As I said above the final massive stimulus package 
that comes after the crash is going to be the FINAL NAIL IN THE COFFIN 
for the US dollar. Hyperinflation will follow and  you will NOT want to have $
$ once that moment arrives. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS? - Yes. The whole breaking of our economic system 
is going to also lead to a massive dump of information and truth. You are 
going to see a lot of these media types have their paychecks just disappear 
overnight. And this will lead to other people stepping in who report on the 
REAL FACTS. To say it will be chaos is going to be an understatement. You 
are going to see an epic battle playing out in the press itself as some 
stations air truthful stories and then other stations go to insane lengths to 
bury these truths, only to have even more truth break out from another 
direction. Like I said: chaos. But it hinges on the economic instability 
starting first. Then the rest unfolds.

XRP - Now I have a clearer sense of XRP and I expect it will rocket up to 
$3.30-$4 on the April massive market peaks. Then XRP will crash along 
with everything else and you will be able to buy it again for under $0.08 
cents down to about $0.05 cents, maybe lower. After that XRP will be the 
first crypto to rocket upwards after the crash and it will go VERY high, 
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higher than BTC. I still would not keep very much of it because it can get 
trapped - see my warning below:

HEED THIS XRP WARNING!!! - (from previous months but worth 
repeating) What I am seeing psychically is that the entire US tax code is 
being rewritten around the use of XRP as an internal money system within 
the Govt. The coin is not supposed to be in the hands of normal people like 
you and me. It will come to a point where it is almost impossible for people 
to get their hands on anymore because all the markets will stop selling it. 

And yes, they will buy it back at a good price - HOWEVER IT WILL COME 
WITH TRACKING and complete control over you and your life. Don’t wait 
for this to happen. Be the smart ones who get out early and are able to 
move that money into other much better coins. This is what I have been 
telling you members for months about how XRP will get trapped into a 
locked system. There is enough publicly available information out now 
to verify that what I was seeing psychically is actually what is going to 
take place. XRP will make us a lot of money, but we also need to know 
when to get out. The FLARE token on the other hand is going to be a great 
one to hold onto. So just wait for it to get airdropped to you, and it’s also a 
good one to buy once it is finally released. 

BEST DATES FOR OPENING BANK/TRADING or LLC ACCOUNTS - 
April 2-4 and April 19-20

SHIPPING ISSUES - Have started. I previously posted a lot about this 
issue in my DGB channeled message. This will get far worse and there will 
be much bigger issues in the coming months. Get things that you need 
shipped taken care of sooner than later. 
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World Timeline
APRIL

1 - 4 The first few days of the month, up until the 4th are really good and 
provide a lot of profit opportunities. It is likely that Fed printing, Tether 
printing and stimulus money is humming right along and making things look 
ROSY again. It is the last blush before the real trouble begins, but first 
stocks can peak at new all time highs and so can BTC as it heads to the 
$70k peak. Again my sell targets for BTC are between $65k-$69k to be 
sure you catch it.  

5 A probable bump down after recent peaks. If BTC just peaked at $70k 
then it will make a very large drop immediately, Down to the $50k range at 
least. 

6 Upward bounce from downward momentum. Possible ‘plunge protection’ 
on the stock market. We are probably not in stock free fall downward yet.

7 - 11 A series of just really bad aspects effecting finances. These are likely 
NOT going to be devastating, not yet. What is likely is a series of banking 
bumps and hiccups that will get lied about in the media where they will say 
that everything is fine, the problems have been ironed out, etc. These 
issues will NOT get ironed out. Money transfers and transactions could 
very well be a big problem for many people. 

11-12  Some kind of distracting ‘good news’ of a financial nature. Problems 
will appear to be spackled over. They are not. 

13-18 A second series of very bad aspects effecting the collective money 
systems, bonds, banks and FOREX trading issues. Probable issues around 
international banking and trading. Again I am getting problems around a 
British bank - Barclays or Lloyds of London are the prime candidates. Also 
banks in Estonia and Switzerland are in danger. There is something in the 
digital systems used by these banks that is seizing up or freezing in some 
way. The system is still being managed to stay operational for now, so the 
public is not likely to know what is really going on. This is a digital attack of 
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software. Behind the scenes the banksters and adminstrators are likely 
panicking as they try to bring everything back to where it is operational. 

19 - 23 A possible reprieve in banking problems. An appearance of 
normality. Something has been done to make the systems appear to work 
again for one last week. 

24 - 27 This is most likely our devastating crash time window. The 
temporary measures from the previous week are now completely broken 
and the whole financial system comes crashing down. Maybe - maybe - 
this is not the final window for the collapse. But I see it as VERY UNLIKELY 
that we can go past this period of time without the crash happening. There 
are further devastating financial events coming later, but this is probably 
our biggest AND MOST COMPLETE collapse window. This is the 3rd of a 
series of extremely bad windows of Astrology and overall each one 
weakens the system even more and leads to a final blow that takes it all 
down to a pile of rubble. These are very strong words from me, and I could 
be wrong, but I do not think so. 

28 LIES, just lies and deception. Also some news that reveals deep cabal 
influences of control. Potentially a lot more Ghislane Maxwell type of 
revelations. Or a releasing of those documents or others that are similar 
(the Franklin Cover up, the McMartin Preschool case, Nexxium information, 
information about world organ and sex trafficking, etc. Any of this can get 
revealed at this time.  

29 - 30 Hardship and restriction. Lack of resources being available. 
Obviously those who have prepared and stocked up on needed supplies 
will be fine. Those who are not prepared will be taken by surprise. 
Obviously, this will lead to big problems. 
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BITCOIN TRADING CALENDAR
APRIL

**Remember that not every month is going to have the BEST accumulate 
OR sell level. Making money in crypto is a matter of patience. There are 
usually some kind of trade opportunities, but the best moves usually take 
some months to fully develop.

NOTES: As of this writing BTC has not hit the $70k peak and we are 
actually in the low $50k range. It’s going to have to rally very quickly, and 
that is what I expect it to do in either the last few days of March or the first 
day or two of April. I expect this to be the BTC peak at near $70k. If it does 
NOT hit that level by April 2nd then April 11-13 is the last best opportunity 
for that rise to happen, but I really expect it to happen sooner. 

As soon as BTC peaks, then we will see Alt dominance take off and so 
many coins will make head-spinning gains that it will be hard to keep track 
of them. Be prepared to put in some hours in front of your computer in 
order to capture these moves. I will be able to post some targets as we get 
closer, but you are also going to have to pay attention as things are 
unfolding. Many of these things will happen very quickly, and some moves 
are not predetermined. 

BCH - Is NOT LIKELY TO DO WELL in April. It is getting hammered 
Astrologically all month, so if you want to take some profits while it is up in 
the $500-$600 range that’s not a bad idea. It WILL be crashing down below 
$50 on the overall market crash and it is getting such bad Astrology for all 
of April that I do not expect it to get much of a rally during this alt season. 
Maybe a little, maybe even up to $1,500 but I would not count on it given 
how many bad aspects it gets in April. The best sell zone looks like the 3rd 
week in April, so that’s going to be your last good sell opportunity in April.

BCHA - NO TARGETS YET. Is not dead. It is now a new coin with new 
value and a potential use case. Just keep it for now. If yours is not split in 
your wallet you have two options to still get your BCHA:
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1) Keep it in your wallet, and don’t move it in the hopes that 
your wallet will eventually support it… or

2) Open an account on COINEX and open a support ticket to 
ask them to help you split it when you send it to them. They are the 
best. They did this for me with my BSV and have done it for my 
members.

DGB - targets are $0.66 then $0.97-$0.99 then $1.97-$1.99 and then 
$2.97-$2.99. I cannot guarantee the highest targets on the April rally. But 
DGB will definitely reach those levels in the next few months. 

BUYING INTO THE MARKET - We are getting our last opportunity to do so 
here at the end of March. Once the market starts to take off then it’s off to 
the races and NOT the time to be chasing prices. That is when we want to 
be setting our SELL ORDERS to take profits and prepare for the crash. 
APRIL IS NOT A BUY IN MONTH. It is a sell-off month. 

EXCHANGES vs CALEB AND BROWN - I have had to revise this section 
due to the problems that members have been having with orders at Caleb 
& Brown. I knew they would get so busy that they had to apply order 
minimums - which happened. But unfortunately they have not been able to 
maintain their previous level of excellence - which is a real shame. I do still 
like them and they still have some cryptos for me that I will have them sell 
on the market peak. These are mostly coins that are hard for me to sell 
myself. I will then have them use that money to buy back on the crash 
because they already have a very thorough spreadsheet of orders from me. 
But this won’t be more than about 25% of what I plan on trading or buying 
in at the bottom of the market. I expect to fill most of my own buy orders as 
things are crashing in the market in ‘real time’ or with my prepared buy 
order levels. 

My best options for doing this are on kucoin.com and Coinex.com, this is 
because there is no KYC on Kucoin and my older Coinex account does not 
require it either. But there are other exchanges without KYC, like Uniswap 
(really high fees) and the one I am most excited to start using is PPay’s 
Plasma Swap. It is only in Europe so far, but you may be able to use it with 
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a VPN. The reason this new technology is so exciting is because it is a 
Decentralized Exchange (DEX) that also allows you to set limit orders in 
advance - this is the FIRST of it’s kind. An added benefit with them is that 
you can buy crypto directly using a credit card as well.

This is one of the reasons that I recommended this coin (PPAY) first to VIP 
members months ago when it was just at $0.02-$0.03 cents. PPAY will be 
going well over $1.00 in the coming alt run. My first big target for it is $4.40. 
But later I get that it will go to $440 - at least.
 

MAKE A PLAN - and be prepared to execute it with a few plan B options 
just in case. An example of a plan: 

1) Buy BTC on dips anywhere below $7k. 
2) Buy preferred Alts a day or two after BTC has made a dip, as this is 

when they will make significant drops
3) Have trade prices ready for switching some alt gains (when they run up 

in huge ways) into either BTC or DGB
4) Have a list of other coins to buy with profits
5) Buy other, long term coins with profits
6) A good rule of thumb - if you have taken a percentage out of a coin as 

profits and that coin continues to breakout for further upward moves, 
then take the profits and look for another good coin that is relatively 
cheap. OR put those profits into DGB. Don’t worry that your coin is still 
moving further up, just find another place to put your profits.
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**REMEMBER** peaks often happen a day early and drops to new lows 
are usually only STARTED when the bad aspects hit.

BTC Timeline
APRIL

1 - 3 BTC peak of $70k could very well peak by April 3rd. 

4 - 5 Unpredictability. Sudden drops on many coins is possible. Maybe 
some last buy opportunities before we get our Alt season. 

6 - 10 a very focused ALT rally on a certain specific family of Alts (such as 
DEFI). I am not certain which ALT family it will be, but the coins that are 
moving now are going to be mostly related or connected in some way. 

11-12 The beginning of a run-up on several coins. 

12-13 The second potential BTC peak window. If BTC peaked earlier then 
we are going to see some massive spikes on several alts during this 
window of time. 

14 - 16 A very good rally on quite a few Alts. 

17 A sharp drop. Possibly BTC drops while another set of Alts rally.

18 A fast upward move. Many Alts can rally now as well. We are likely to 
see a rolling set of different alts that are running during this timeframe. But 
some will just keep going up and up and up.  

20 - 22 My final window for BTC to peak at $70k if it didn’t already. I expect 
it will have happened before now and that this window of time will give us 
instead some more MASSIVE moves on Alts. THIS IS LIKELY TO BE OUR 
PEAK IN THE ALT MARKET. 

23 Neutral or downward pressure on most Alts. There may be a few that 
spike up before the whole market starts to fall. 
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24 -26 Market forces start to have downward pressure. Alts can start to fall 
now. 

25 - 27 Increased and harsh pressure pushing prices DOWN with even 
stronger pressure than the previous few days. How I see it energetically is 
like a whirlpool of downward energy where everything just starts to ‘circle 
the drain’ as prices start to evaporate downward. 

27-28 Something very significant breaks in relation to the crypto markets. 
There is some kind of news coming out about BTC that is going to put it in 
a VERY BAD LIGHT. I am seeing this as an end to the ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ 
myth and the actual documents that reveal the original plans for BTC get 
released. These documents will discuss how influencers have been used to 
push adoption of BTC and will also reveal that BTC is a creation of the 
banksters, the Government and the cabal for the purpose of controlling the 
population. This bad news will be very significant and it will have a really 
big impact - but only TEMPORARILY. BTC and all of crypto will recover, but 
there will be a great deal of volatility along the way to its recovery. It is not 
going to go up in a straight line after the crushing blows that this revealed 
information is going to uncover. 

This may not actually happen now, but it is very possible. Once bad news 
starts to come out about BTC it will keep coming out. This will keep pushing 
crypto down for quite some time.

29 - 30 Maybe some kind of excess or manic information or news. The 
nature of this aspect is that there is an excess of words or information, etc. 
The key here is not to be overoptimistic about information that is available. 
Possibly some are saying the crypto bottom has hit when it has not hit 
bottom yet. BTC will not hit bottom until it comes down under $600 or even 
lower. Potentially the price could actually scrape the bottom before we go 
up again. This does not mean anyone will be able to buy it that low. This 
can happen very quickly and also is likely to be controlled and held under 
digital lock and key so that these super low prices are not available to 
regular buyers and traders. It would become unavailable and only insiders 
would be able to get it. 
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I am not saying this is necessarily going to hit bottom in April. What I AM 
saying is to be very careful of the information you listen to because a lot of 
it will be dead wrong. Hopefully, this time zone will reveal those who have 
always been misleading the public all along so that people will stop 
following them.  

THETA - My big THETA target for the alt rally - BEFORE THE CRASH - is 
$30-$35. The Main net launch of THETA  was pushed back 2 months, and 
this might limit the upside of THETA before the market crashes. It is really 
just a matter of how much time we have before the market crash happens.

VERI - First Target on Alt rally is $40, second target is $85 then $120. 

MY OWN PERSONAL (LONG TERM) BCH STRATEGY
Is to put most of my profits from alt coins like XRP into BCH. This means 
after I take profits I will be putting 50-70% into BCH and BTC.

PROFIT TAKING
Is a very personal strategy based on your goals and risk tolerance. I am not 
going to share exactly what I do simply because I have a very high risk 
tolerance which is not the right strategy for most people, and I do not want 
to put anyone in over their heads on anything. But I will say that from my 
perspective the safest place to put your crypto profits is into BCH and 
Silver. Fiat cash is good just to have some on hand but also if you have a 
goal to purchase something. Personally, I plan to wait to make big 
purchases until next year on anything I can put off but I will take profits to 
pay some debt and go on vacation. Just know that whatever money you 
move into fiat through a bank will be tracked. This is why an in person 
service is so valuable.  You can use this site to sell your crypto for fiat cash 
or other things you might want, like a car or silver. I plan on using a crypto 
loan platform to buy a house and probably take out living expense cash 
when the time comes, because this is likely to be a very good strategy. 

Also, instead of cash you can put your crypto profits into a good 
decentralized stable coin like PAX or more preferred by me; DAI. DAI has 
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an entire network on the Etherium blockchain and you can take a loan on 
your crypto or just park your value in DAI until the market hits prices where 
you want to buy in again. Services like CoinSwap make it possible for you 
to trade your token or coin (like XRP) for DAI or BCH etc without ever using 
an account through an exchange. This is totally anonymous. 

SHAPESHIFT JUST ANNOUNCED stable coins, PAX, TUSD, USDT and 
USDC are now commission free. This is GREAT NEWS. 

Part 2: The BCH/BTC Ratio
Below is the original BTC/BCH article that I posted in FEB of 2018 with my 

predictions on how BCH will overtake BTC

Bitcoin (BTC) vs. Bitcoin Cash (BCH) - Why the 

Traders (and everyone else) Have it All WRONG


When BCH came out I was completely certain that this was the game 
changer in all of crypto and that's why I traded into it back in August/
February 2017. It then went on to become the BEST PERFORMING 
CRYPTO in the whole market in 2017.


Let me start off by saying I have a bias in writing this article. I am pro 
Bitcoin Cash, not really because I am supportive of one tech team over 
another (I really couldn't give a damn about the tech as I am decidedly 
NOT a techie). I support BCH because I believe in freedom, in people and 
human rights and because I support free trade, intelligence and open 
dialogue and discourse. 
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Hence I am posting on Yours.com. Hence if you want to read my hidden 
content you will have to do so in Bitcoin Cash and  you will have to figure 
out how to transact in Bitcoin Cash. I believe that in this way I am doing 
you a HUGE FAVOR if you do not already have Bitcoin Cash. Hopefully 
you will be motivated enough to read my hidden content that you WILL 
ACTUALLY GET INTO THIS LIFE-CHANGING GAME. I don't actually need 
the small fee in BCH that this article charges, but I do need a tribe filled 
with awake, conscious humans who are taking control of their own lives 
and finances and who are willing and able to build a better tomorrow for all 
of us. A huge step towards building that tomorrow comes in the form of 
owning crypto - and especially Bitcoin Cash.


**The fastest way to get Bitcoin Cash is to go to Bitcoin.com and 
download their wallet. Then you can just buy it with a credit/debit card. No 
hassles or slowdowns or control factors that come along with dealing with 
your bank or Coinbase. 


BEFORE I GET INTO IT

So, first of all I need to point out that I am  not a trader, nor am I techie or 
even one of the first into Crypto (I got in in 2016 but that's another story). 
What I am is an Astrologer and Clairvoyant who has been incredibly 
accurate for years on many subjects. If you need some evidence of that 
then just go to YouTube and look up SleepWoke and you will find some of 
my videos, including the one below from AUGUST 2017 where I predicted 
BCH will overtake Bitcoin. Believe me, when I posted that you could 
almost get lynched for saying ANYTHING positive about BCH. And I was 
just about the only one who didn't care and said it anyway. So, what I 
really am is someone who will say it like it is. I don't care about the haters, 
they will burn in their own discontent and that is punishment enough. 
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Bitcoin Cash YouTube Video by AstrologyChick (SleepWoke): 

https://youtu.be/SboIFSxlVAo

So, OK here is why they have it all wrong about BCH and Bitcoin:


1) Traders consistently make the mistake of measuring everything 
against the US dollar.  
This is a mistake because the benchmark for the entire crypto ecosystem 
is against BITCOIN. Bitcoin was a revolution wrapped in lines of code. The 
code that is Bitcoin and Blockchain (the technology spawned by Bitcoin) is 
changing our lives, and it has really only just very, very, very barely begun. 
Bitcoin is not just a coin, it is an entire set of industries. The industries that 
Bitcoin has spawned are: CryptoTechnology, CryptoCURRENCY, 
Blockchain, Cryptocurrency Exchanges, Settlement Code and probably 
some others that I can't think of at the moment. If you subscribe to my 
YouTube at SleepWoke then you will be notified when I post up the 
ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS of BITCOIN and all of these OTHER 
INDUSTRIES that it has spawned.  So, when they measure this new 
disruption called Bitcoin against dollars it is like racing the worlds fastest 
Quarter Horse against a wheezing old half-dead donkey. Donkey's have 
their place in the world, but I'm not backing one in any race. 

The appropriate measurement in crypto value is against Bitcoin - but how 
do we know what it is worth in fiat terms? Well, we DO still get to look at 
that form of valuation. But it is not the benchmark. But this brings me to 
point #2


2) As Roger Ver famously said; Bitcoin Cash IS Bitcoin.  
Here's the link: 

https://www.bitcoin.com/info/bitcoin-cash-is-bitcoin  

In that article he explains what has happened to Bitcoin Legacy, how it has 
been hijacked and crippled and why the original vision that the creator of 
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Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto, wrote about in the original Bitcoin White 
Paper: 

https://www.bitcoin.com/bitcoin.pdf is now more closely aligned with 
BITCOIN CASH.


3) Math.  
Like I said I am not a techie, but I'm pretty good at math. I learned 
Astrology when I was about 8 or 9. At that time I learned the Trigonometry 
needed to calculate a chart by hand. I had no idea it was supposed to be 
difficult. I just did it. Correctly. I also took 10 units of Statistics in college 
over one quarter and aced it. So, there's that. My brother on the other 
hand is an actual, verified math genius, and he will back me up on what I 
am saying here.


If Crypto should be measured in Bitcoin and if Bitcoin Cash really IS 
Bitcoin then all crypto should be measured in terms of Bitcoin Cash value 
- as is done at CoinEx: https://www.coinex.com/account/signup?
refer_code=kad3v 

(yes that is a referral link and yes I get a commission if you join. Please do). 
I love CoinEx, not just because they measure the markets accurately with 
BCH but also because there is no ID verification process so therefore no 
taxman to deal with. You see, these are people who truly understand 
math :-)


Also, since at this time Bitcoin is worth more than Bitcoin Cash = all crypto 
is having a fire sale. Especially Bitcoin Cash. In real world value Bitcoin 
Cash > Bitcoin (mainly because it is actually usable by all people on Earth 
who need a coin to behave like money). In current dollar value Bitcoin 
Cash < Bitcoin. Thus it is a bargain. The ONLY reason that BCH is worth 
less than BTC right now is because of TIME. This is the variable which will 
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change the relationship between these two chain forks. Remember, this IS 
a fork. They are the SAME coin. It's just a two sided coin.


4) Derivatives contracts and Tethers.  
Traders think derivatives impact the price of Bitcoin. I don't. Sure it could 
wobble the price a tiny bit for a minute or two, but I don't have the 
patience to bother with that level of minute insignificance. If derivatives 
have any impact at all it is merely because it is a FALSE NARRATIVE that is 
then blasted out around all the media outlets. And media propaganda 
DOES have an impact on people's opinions and decisions. That is a sad 
but true fact. It is not the derivatives that effect prices, it is the fools who 
believe the lies they are being fed. Fortunately those are what we call 
'weak hands' and the mass majority of them have sold off by now. Whew. 
Anyone who is that easily led or lied to has no business being a captain of 
industry in the crypto future. They need to get shaken out. 


Tethers on the other hand are DIRECTLY being used to manipulate the 
price of BTC. It is like clockwork and rather predictable at this time -- as 
soon as BCH breaks out in the ratio pair against BTC then mass numbers 
of Tethers are magically manufactured and used to pump up the price of 
BTC against Fiat. The part of this plan that is starting to break down and 
backfire however is what happens after BTC goes for a rocket move 
upwards. It is also equally predictable and consistent that the fake 'Tether' 
money that just pumped the price of BTC upwards then soon leaks OUT of 
BTC and into the crypto market. More so into BCH than anywhere else. 

Why? 

Because the smartest and richest crypto  holders already know all of what 
I am explaining to you in this article. Many of them are orchestrating it. 
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This is also why BTC went from $4,000 in the fall of 2017 to $20,000 in 
February. It was Tether being used to keep the ratio of BCH against BTC 
as low as possible.  If Tether had NOT been used then we may well have 
already had the flippening that many of us know are coming (you know, 
where BCH becomes worth more than BTC). 


5. Bitfinex, Tether and the FTC 
You know how they say to keep your friends close and your enemies 
closer - well this is why I always check my crypto prices on TradingView at 
the Bitfinex exchange. Bitfinex is the de facto home of Tether. Tether is a 
false entity owned by the same person who owns Bitfinex. Bitfinex is 
operating on very shaky ground because they have no actual Banking 
establishment behind them. This whole scenario is a big powder keg. 
When there is a powder keg around, I like to keep an eye on it - and also 
to keep my distance. It would take an act of congress to force me to EVER 
trade a single dime on Bitfinex (they won't allow US citizens to do so 
anyway). However, I do always want to know what is going on over there. 
For good or bad, they are the ones who set the industry price standard of 
Bitcoin through their manipulations of Tether. I plan to dig into this a lot 
more from the Astrological perspective and maybe get a look at when it 
will actually blow. For now though, I am pretty sure it is serving a purpose 
and is kept alive for that reason. 


6. CRYPTO IS IN A TWO YEARS WAR.  
It started last fall and will end just as we enter 2020 with a clear vision of 
the future. This war is NECESSARY to shake down the whole crypto space 
and set it up with the strong foundation it needs for our future. Meanwhile 
however, a good percentage - probably upwards of 50%  of all ICO 
companies and other crypto entities are now owned and controlled by 
BANKSTERS. A whole lot of shaking and quaking is going to go on over 
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the next 18 months or so, so just be ready for it. It is ultimately a GOOD 
thing. In the end it will FREE HUMANITY. But still, there's the next 18+ 
months we need to get through. So don't panic. Just breathe. And 
meditate, meditation is good. 

CONCLUSION: The real value of crypto should be measured between the 
BCH/BTC pair and not against FIAT. Sure we can check against Fiat, but 
the only way to see the REAL STORY is through the ratio between the two 
sides of Bitcoin. 


NUTS AND BOLTS: 
So when BCH came out, I traded furiously back and forth with a small 
percentage of my BTC and increased that position by 15x. I was pretty 
happy with myself, after all I don't know anything about trading, Elliot 
waves or extension levels. I do know about Fractals, but that is just 
because I grew up in a Hippie household (my real name actually IS Aura.) I 
also know all about Tye Dyes, but I don't really like them so you will never 
see me wearing one. Plus it is beside the point.  


Anyway, by hippie logic, nothing the traders did or said had any impact on 
my decisions. Mainly because I watched most of them be wrong most of 
the time. There are a few good ones, but ALL traders make the same 
mistake that I don't make - they only see the trees and completely miss 
the forest. On the other hand, I may miss a tree or ten, but I always see the 
forest. Actually I have no patience for tree counting...


Behind the paywall you will get VALUABLE CONTENT.  I have very specific 
numbers in the BCH/BTC ratio pair that I was shown in meditation when 
BCH first came out and which has already started to play out. THESE ARE 
THE NUMBERS that I am trading. 
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***Please remember that nothing I say can be considered trading advice. 
YOU sit behind your computer, YOU push the buttons, nobody makes your 
decisions but YOU. Do Your Own Research.  

PAYWALL CONTENT 

A Note on Coinex:  
Coinex is an exchange where you can trade in BTC, Stablecoins (like 
Tether or USDC) or BCH. At the time of this article writing only trading in 
BCH was available which is why I have the translation to those numbers. 
IE; if BCH is worth .25 of a BTC then the BCH to BTC ratio would be 4.0 
because it would take 4 BCH to own one BTC. It is now possible to trade 
in various currencies, but I left these notes from the original article 
because it might be useful to see it as if BCH was the reserve currency for 
the marketplace. Eventually, this will be the case. 


The Strategy

The first ratio that I was shown as a peak between BCH and BTC was .24 
and that number was achieved in Nov 17 and again in Dec 17. The actual 
candlesticks were just below that at around .234 - however the wicks shot 
way past that number which means that sell orders placed above .24 
would have still gone through. The specific numbers I was shown were .24 
then .33 then .48 then .98 and then multiples of BTC. 


The ratio between Bitcoin Cash and Bitcoin will go up, up and WAY up 
until BCH is worth MORE than Bitcoin and then it will go to 4x, 10x etc 
over the value of Bitcoin Legacy. This will not happen in a straight line. It 
will go up in sharp spikes (as it has consistently already done) and it will go 
down again in sharp down moves. Also, while this is happening the actual 
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Fiat value of BTC will most likely be falling - which is another reason to 
ignore the fiat values for now.  


The safe thing to do: 

Just buy BCH and hold it. Just one will be worth a fortune. You can't go 
wrong with this strategy. My feeling about timing is that BCH will overtake 
BTC within 2-3 years, possibly as long as 5, but probably not. However - 
this is very difficult to know simply because AS SOON AS BCH makes big 
moves then they sweep in with Tether (or other manipulation) to hold it 
down underwater. Help is on the way though because those Tether guys 
are getting into trouble with the FTC.  **


I would unleash a torrent of swear words about how much BS this Tether 
thing is and why it's messing us all up, but then I remember what I already 
know -- CRYPTO IS IN A TWO YEARS WAR. 


High Risk/Reward strategy: 
I have a high tolerance for risk so this is what I am doing. My numbers on 
CoinEx are my own aggressive strategy. The BCH/BTC ratio pairs I give 
first are more conservative and safe than my own numbers. You choose 
what you are comfortable with.  If you don't have a high risk tolerance then 
don't do this, just watch it. 


***When BCH runs up it usually does so for 3 days straight during which 
time it makes gains of 1,000's of percentages. Keep this timeframe in mind 
always. It also immediately tends to crash down afterwards. This strategy is 
aimed at making the most of these hugely volatile moves.  

ROUND 1

1) Trade into BCH when it is under .1 BTC 
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2) place sell orders to sell BCH into BTC at .335 - .399 


*If you trade on CoinEx like I do then your price is reversed. For example I 
have staggered sell orders at 2.7, 2.5, 2.2 and 2.05 BCH per Bitcoin (just 
for reference 2.0 BCH is a price of HALF a Bitcoin for one BCH. or 
approximately .5 BTC) Yes this price is very high, but the spikes of BCH 
have already gone that high in the past if you look at the wicks. The benefit 
of placing early sell orders is that your order will go through on a spike like 
that. I do not exactly expect that 2.05 order to go through, but if it does 
then - yay!)


3) Buy back into BCH on the downswing once the 3-4 day peak is over 
and place your sell orders at around .17 BTC.

*On CoinEx the .17 price is equal to 5.88 BCH per BTC as the buyback 
price. 


ROUND 2 Numbers - more specific strategy coming once we get closer 
to this happening

1) You should be holding BCH because you sold your BTC for it at around 
.17 (see above)

2) set your sell orders for around .48 BTC value

*CoinEx number is 2.08 

3) Buy back your BCH at .27

*CoinEx number is 3.7


ROUND 3 Numbers - more specific strategy coming once we get closer 
to this happening

1) You should be holding BCH because you sold your BTC for it at around 
.27

2) set your sell orders for around .98 BTC
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*CoinEx number is 1.02

3) Buy back your BCH at .61

*CoinEx number is 1.639


This strategy should multiply Bitcoin Cash holdings many times. I just did 
a quick estimate and it came to around 7-8 times the original amount of 
BCH. However that would be without taking profit - profit taking is usually 
a cornerstone of any trading strategy. 


I only take profit when I have to or when crypto is at a crazy peak and 
ready to crash, but that is another article. This strategy above means that 
investing about $100 today in BCH (as of Feb 2017 when this article was 
originally written) could get you 1 whole BCH by the time these 3 rounds 
are done. 


This has nothing at all to do with the value in Fiat. It is a measure of HOW 
MUCH CRYPTO you now hold. The goal here is to hold as much BCH as 
possible. Bitcoin Legacy will probably still retain some value, but that is 
not the coin I am interested in owning. Also, once a flippening actually 
does take place and once BCH is worth more than Bitcoin Legacy then 
people will probably just start referring to BCH as Bitcoin.  


I personally believe the goal of every person should be to own at least 1 
BCH. If you have more, congratulations you are ahead of the curve. 
However, just 1 will be enough. It will just take time for it to come to its full 
value. Maybe 2-3 years before it is enough to use to build a foundation for 
your life with platforms such as Salt lending. My point here is that 
wherever you are starting from, it's enough.
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***NOTE*** Please do NOT gamble with crypto. Only trade what you can 
afford to lose. I  am only trading with less than 10% of my portfolio. I am 
comfortable with this level, but if I needed to make larger gains I would 
probably choose a bigger percentage. YOU choose what percentage you 
will be ok with risking. Please remember you can lose everything in crypto. 
Your choices and strategy are up to you. 


**Since the original article was posted Tether has in fact gotten into a lot of 
trouble and now everybody knows what a racket it is. At the time of this 
writing, it was not yet uncovered. **


Useful comments from the original thread: 

MJahnz  spent 10.0¢


If you believe in freedom and open trade you might take a different 
perspective of bitfinex and tether.   They lost their U.S. banking ties 
because they refused to implement insecure and draconian AML/KYC 
laws.  Tether was their solution to move USD without having to use U.S. 
regulated banks.  They are an end run around the U.S. banking 
regulations.  They may fail because they are up against a leviathan but 
don't condemn them for trying


  TIP 25.0¢ 

0.0¢

   1yr ago


 10.0¢ 

AstrologyChick  earned 0.0¢
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MJahnz - well that's a good point but I still don't think that their 
manipulation of the WHOLE CRYPTO MARKET through Tether is 
forgivable. That is not my idea of freedom OR open trade - just more crony 
capitalism. We are up against one of the core issues that my famous 
economist and great-uncle Abba Lerner wrote about in his now text-book 
famous "Flation" -- namely the need/not need for regulation. 


Back in his day the regulators were concerned about the Gold peg and 
how speculators (traders) were making money on the spread between 
markets. Now, I call that kind of business acumen smart, but the 
Government regulators did not like this because it took control out of their 
hands. It is one of the things that lead to the Fed, the confiscation of gold 
and Keyneseyan economics. Keynes was my uncle Abba's primary 
opponent and his supporters called him a 'communist' because he 
believed in Austrian economics. My biggest argument with Abba's theories 
is that he was too much of a boy-scout and underestimated the tendency 
towards corruption of whatever system is put in place. 


This, of course, is why we need blockchain. It is also why we need ALL 
crypto exchanges to be decentralized. These manipulations are closer to 
impossible in a decentralized exchange. And, yes, we should all get to be 
our own bankers without regulators. But all of these issues are getting 
settled through time - as they should - through the evolution of this new 
marketplace. The market should and will decide the level of regulation it 
needs, and hopefully it will kill that draconian banking system sooner than 
later.  


  TIP 25.0¢ 

0.0¢
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   1yr ago


I need to point out that owning 1 BCH is actually a lot of value when BCH 
gets adopted globally. Remember that there are some 7 billion people and 
only 21 million "full" BCH. it is simply not possible for everyone to own 1 
BCH, there are actually more millionaires then there are full BCH "coins". If 
you own 1 BCH, if you have a small kid, by the time your kid grows up that 
BCH will be worth a lot.


I agree that referring to value of BCH against fiat is wrong, once you buy 
BCH you own a percentage/ratio of that total wealth, and it does not 
change, fiat only changes the perception that its worth more or less.


Part 3: The Sane Trading Strategy

The other part of this report is a spreadsheet showing a sample LONG TERM trading 
strategy. You may not want to wait this long or you may want to change you profit taking 
points along the road. But this is a sane way to deal with crypto without having to stay 
chained to your computer every day waiting to catch the peaks and valleys in the 
market. After all, if you profit wildly on a coin that cost you .01 cents then do you really 
need to catch the market at every peak it makes? I don’t. I would much rather enjoy my 
life. 

This spreadsheet was created by one of my clients and I am very grateful that she has 
generously given me permission to share it with you. It gave her much needed peace of 
mind on her investment strategy, and I hope it can do the same for you.

**Please note: I do NOT recommend ever selling 100% of any coin unless you are 
planning to buy back on a dip and you are confident that you are selling a peak. This 
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strategy is just for investors who want a stress free strategy so they do not worry so 
much. 
 
Also, I expect DGB to go WAY, WAY, WAY above $8 or even $12 (in the next 2 years) 
so, personally I will be holding onto my DGB and won’t sell more than 20% until at least 
Spring 2021. I will sell the 10%-20% along the way just to be sure to get my initial 
investment and some reasonable profits along the way. Your investment strategy is up 
to you, but just be sure you HAVE A PLAN AND STICK TO IT!!!

REFERENCE

• TRADE CRYPTO ANONYMOUSLY

• NEXO CRYPTO LOAN W/ CREDIT CARD  
This is a loan on your crypto so you don’t have to sell 
it but can still remain liquid, it also allows you to 
use a Credit Debit card to access your funds.  
 
I used this to pay off a Car Loan. This provided me the 
following benefits: 

• 1) I lowered my interest rate 

• 2) I became my own bank and my payments went back 
to myself to keep my crypto. 

• 3) I could remove my extra crypto as the price went 
up and the car was also being paid off without me 
having to sell my asset

• 4) My credit score went WAY up overnight

• 5) I could use these funds to buy more crypto (with 
a strategic plan for taking profits and paying off 
the loan)

• If I was unable to make a payment, a small amount 
of crypto would be sold (just enough to pay that 
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ONE payment), the payment would be made and I would 
keep the rest of my crypto. (This did not happen)

• BOOK A PRIVATE ASTROLOGY READING

• FOLLOW ME ON YOUTUBE

• MY BITCOIN CASH YOUTUBE VIDEO FROM 20171

Privacy Policy: https://aurawright.media/privacy-policy/

Legal Disclaimer: https://aurawright.media/legal-disclaimer/
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